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Faculty Comments
The purpose of this independent study by Jeremy Newman, a May 1997 graduate in
the University of Michigan joint MBA/Law program, was to explore the application
of managerial communication concepts and principles covered in LHC 522 and 523
to client aspects of corporate law pertinent to his post-graduation practice. Broader
interest in this topic stems from on-going discussion in academia and industry
about the role of professional school degree programs in preparing students not only
to understand best current research in the field but also to translate that knowledge
into outstanding professional performance.

This paper is a thorough yet concise discussion of the need for clarity in legal
correspondence with business clients who are not themselves lawyers and is itself
written for that audience. It reviews "Plain English" in this reader context, root
causes of unclear legal text, and suggested guidelines for effective lawyer/client
writing, and also provides two examples of documents prepared applying and
illustrating these precepts. For readers, the paper sets forth the value added to
professional expertise in a disciplinary and /or functional field by mastery of
communications strategies and skills. While based on the legal profession, the
paper should provoke critical analysis of the need for clear communication with
end-users in fields such as medicine, pharmacy, social work, and engineering as well
as in other areas of business such as accounting, finance, sales/marketing, and
human resources.

simple words and employing techniques for scoring readability; however, for the purposes
of this paper it means writing in a clear manner the lay audience will readily understand.
Some advocates of Plain English have argued for increased clarity and simplicity in all legal
writing. Other authors have expressed legitimate concerns regarding an attempt to simplify
all of the varied forms of legal writing (such as statutes, legal briefs, client letters, etc.).
This debate is likely to continue, but the conflict concerns more technical aspects of legal
writing and does not weaken the fairly wide consensus that communications between
lawyers and clients should be written in Plain English.
II. THE IMPORTANCE OF CLARITY
Communicating with business people is a critical component of any business
lawyer's practice. Law is a service profession and lawyers work to satisfy the needs of
their clients. Among the most basic needs of any person seeking legal assistance is
understandable information and direction from their lawyer. Unclear writing, however,
often stands in the way of effective communication between business lawyers and their
business clients.
There is no all-inclusive, all-context definition of clarity in writing. What is
important is a contingency definition of clarity which "treats clear writing as being to a large
degree dependent on an organization's language customs."3 By extension, the "language
customs" of that definition would apply with equal appropriateness to a professional
organization or a group of persons with similar backgrounds and interests and would also
depend upon the audience's membership or non-membership in the particular organization.
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While this seems to be the goal of anyone who puts pen to paper (or hands to keyboard), many lawyers do
not write in Plain English even when writing to clients. Richard C. Wydick, Plain English for Lawyers
(Durham: Carolina Academic Press, 1994) 2.
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Using a relative definition such as this shows how a group like lawyers can believe their
writing is clear, while the same writing can be incomprehensible to those outside of the
group. In the context considered by this paper, lawyers writing to business clients, the
clients' definition of clarity should be used and legal writing should be measured against
this standard.
It is ironic that unclear writing by lawyers is such a prevalent problem, since
lawyers are essentially professional writers.5 Lawyers spend a large portion of their
professional lives engaged in the task of writing; and, when it is all said and done, the
ultimate product of most legal work is a written document.6 One would think professionals
who spend so much time writing would recognize the importance of clearly conveying
information to their audiences. However, many lawyers seem to have missed this lesson
and continue to produce murky legal writing.
Lawyers must learn to write better and more clearly. The world is changing and
expectations of lawyers are changing. Tolerance for convoluted "legalese" is on the wane.
States are requiring an increasing number of consumer documents to be understandable to
the parties signing them.9 These state laws tend to focus on documents such as insurance
contracts and loan documents. More fundamentally, clear writing can help lawyers
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"Most lawyers write poorly. That's not just our lament. Leading lawyers across the country agree."
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words with the same meanihg thinking they have made a document more precise. Such
redundant legal phrases should be eliminated unless there is a legitimate reason for retaining
them.
Wordiness. Aside from simple repetitiveness, lawyers waste their readers' time
with sheer wordiness.'5 Whole phrases are used when single words would work better (in
accordance with versus by or under)?6 In addition to annoying an audience, verbose
writing contributes to the complexity of legal documents. Lawyers should resist the desire
to hear themselves talk (see their words on paper) and avoid wordiness whenever possible.
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The possible negative repercussions of failing to comply with Chapter 301 are
significant and should be avoided. All manufacturers should be sure to meet the safety
standards set by the Secretary of Labor. If you have any questions please call me.
Sincerely,

Jeremy D. Newman

Appendix B
Attached is a brief letter explaining issues of corporate structure and limited liability.
As I wrote this letter, my main focus was to make it clear, direct, and informal. I also tried
keep the material reasonably simple and to avoid legal jargon whenever possible.

Newman, Ped & Winters
Attorneys at Law
1000 Washington Street
Eugene, Oregon 97401
(541) 555-1212
April 28,1997

broad guidelines to keep in mind if you decide we should move forward on this
restructuring project and create a new auto parts subsidiary for XYZ corporation:
(1) the subsidiary should have its own assets, clearly earmarked, used only by the
subsidiary, and recorded on its own records;
(2) the subsidiary should have its own bank account and there should be no
commingling of funds with those of XYZ Corporation and the subsidiary's funds
should not be used for the benefit of XYZ Corporation or at the direction of XYZ
Corporation;
(3) the subsidiary should maintain separate books from XYZ Corporation and
should keep them in good order;
(4) the subsidiary's board of directors should hold meetings separate from those of
the XYZ Corporation board and the proceedings should be properly recorded in the
subsidiary's own minute book; and
(5) the daily operations of XYZ Corporation and the subsidiary should be kept
separate.
These guidelines primarily address the first part of the corporate veil piercing doctrine,
whether a subsidiary corporation has met the legal requirements for maintaining its
corporate status and whether a subsidiary has in fact been separate from its parent.
Since the second part of the doctrine focuses on issues of fairness, it is difficult to
provide guidelines beyond striving to act in a principled manner. It is worth noting that
forming a subsidiary for the express purpose of limiting the liability of the parent
corporation has been accepted as perfectly legal. However, a key issue as courts apply the
fairness component of the corporate veil piercing doctrine is whether a subsidiary was
adequately capitalized. If a subsidiary does not have sufficient capital to operate its
business (including purchasing its own liability insurance) courts are more like to pierce the
corporate veil and hold the parent responsible for the subsidiary corporation's debts and
liabilities. As a result, if you choose to create an auto parts subsidiary, the amount of
protection from potential liability provided by this structure will depend, in part, on how
well the subsidiary is capitalized.
Hopefully this letter will provide you with additional guidance as you consider how
to deal with the potential products liability facing your auto parts business. If you have any
questions please call me.
Sincerely,

Jeremy D. Newman

